WELCOME TO THE FUTURE

www.therobotmuseum.eu

JUGUETRÓNICA Ground floor
C/ Alberto Aguilera, 1 - 28015 Madrid - Tel.: 914 478 808

January 2019

GROUPS
Monday to Friday from 10:30h to 12:00h
· Educational Institutions, Companies or Tourist Groups.
· Previous booking only.
· It comprehends tour + customized demos.
reservas@therobotmuseum.eu

PRICES
General: 4€ | Kids (5 to 14 years): 2€ | Students: 3€ | Discount Pack: 6€
· Discount Pack: 2 adults + 2 kids under 14 years. Monday to Friday only.
· Free entrance: under 5 years old children, individuals with more than 33% disability (accreditation required) and unemployed (proof of status accreditation required).
· Groups (Educational Institutions, Companies or Tourist Groups): 20% discount.
· Visit is only available on guided tour mode.
· Schedules & Bookings are available at www.therobotmuseum.eu

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
THE ROBOT MUSEUM sees the light in 2013 as a project to bring closer the thrilling world of robotics entertainment on a forthright way to any kind of public.

Since the very beginning, THE ROBOT MUSEUM has left an indelible mark in the memory of every visitor and, nowadays, it’s yet consolidated as a must-see for both experts and newcomers as well.

Engage yourself into an enthralling journey across robotics yesterday, today and tomorrow at which you will meet all kind and shape robots. Among them, you will find uncommon pieces such as, for instance, the huge Sony Aibo Robotic dogs collection, the astonishings androids NAO and PEPPER who can interact with the public or our growing family of renowned movie robots replicas.

With a guide system in which entertainment and divulgation come together, THE ROBOT MUSEUM always gets out a smile from a child and the gesture of admiration from an adult... Or vice versa.

GROUP TOURS

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: At THE ROBOT MUSEUM we share the true belief about robotics being the future technology. Thereby, we are particularly focused on bringing closer to younger audiences by arranging tours for educational institutions, every one of which is customized upon age and level at each group of students.

BUSINESS: Tours for companies and business institutions comprehend masterclass and practical demos about robotics and drones. Moreover, there is an optional coffee-break.

TOURIST GROUPS: For large groups (more than 20 individuals), THE ROBOT MUSEUM gives the chance to live a different and customized experience where knowledge and entertainment collide.

EDUCATION

THE ROBOT MUSEUM is the spectacular setting where ROBOTRÓNICA, the robotics division of JUGUETRÓNICA, imparts courses related to this exciting technology. The students, previously classified by age and level, learn about Arduino, LittleBits, or the astonishing android NAO.

EVENTS

More than just an exhibition hall, THE ROBOT MUSEUM is a multidisciplinary area where besides tours and courses, take place events related to robotics and broadly technological topicality. Products coming-outs, movies, books, masterclass or discussions carried out by experts in assorted fields of knowledge.

THE TOUR

group tours

English guided tours at 16:00h. (Monday to Friday)

Group tours by previous booking only by e-mail at reservas@therobotmuseum.eu

more info at

www.cursosderobotica.es

www.therobotmuseum.eu